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Breath of Light - An Alcoholic's Spiritual Awakening and Journey to Self Discovery begins with
the Author's spiritual awakening after struggling with his mental health and nearly
committing suicide. After reaching the pinnacle of his life, Kyle Suhan felt hollow and empty,
void of feeling or spiritual knowing. The desperation that he felt leads him to discovering a
universal connection to the quantum field and Source consciousness. Kyle then leads the
reader through a brief history of meaningful moments and traumas in his life as well as his
experience with alcoholism and recovery. The text finishes with many channeled messages
delivered through Archangels, written and spoken journal entries, positive affirmations and
prayers meant to aid the reader in aligning and attuning to their most authentic highest
version of themselves.Kyle began channeling angels after his spiritual awakening. One
morning, while in a transcendental meditative state, Kyle began writing prayers in his journal.
These messages were coming through so quickly that he decided to start recording his daily
sessions and listening to them over again in the evenings. It became quickly apparent that the
voice that was coming through Kyle was not his own. These channeled messages were so
profound that everything in Kyle's life began to change. The ideas and messages conveyed
speak to a higher truth that allows the individual reader to take control of their own lives and
live for who they choose to be. Rather than choosing to live a life that others have chosen for
them.
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The purpose of the way of Self-knowledge is to remind us of our higher destiny and help us to
realize the immortality and freedom of our true Self. All human beings are destined to evolve
spiritually as we learn our lessons from experience and adjust our lives accordingly. The
turning point is when this spiritual evolution becomes a conscious process. This can only
happen when we understand and strive for the high goal revealed by the knowers of ultimate
truth. It is the realization that our innermost consciousness is not individual but universal,
and that one's Self is the Self of all. This book shows how we can find guidance and
inspiration in the classic texts of all the great spiritual traditions, and recognise the divine
element at the core of our own experience. Then by opening our minds and hearts to the
teachings on the true nature of our deeper Self, we meditate upon and affirm this vision of
unity and perfection as our own Being. This is the Awakening to Self-Knowledge.
Tired of trying to find yourself? Uncover the true meaning of spirituality and embrace your
inner being. Do you want meaningful answers to those pestering self-reflective questions?
Discover them here! If you are willing to do some soul-searching, the insights in Spirituality,
Evolution & Awakened Consciousness will inspire you to venture further on your journey of
self-discovery and spiritual wellbeing. This powerful and timely guide, takes you on a
profound exploration, one that insightfully reveals how to recognize and understand the
uniqueness of your soul and life experiences. Providing an honest look at the real meaning of
grounded spirituality, while expertly addressing the emotional baggage and toxic beliefs of
not being good enough. Packed with wisdom, stories and questions that lead you on a journey
of self-awareness that encourages you to step off the merry-go-round of monotony and
awaken to your significance. This is a rare inspiring book that arms you with the essential
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tools needed to reconnect with your inner being. Inside this influential guide you will
discover: · How to expand your awareness and develop a deeper connection with yourself ·
Ways of engaging in more meaningful relationships with family and loved ones · The true
value of spirituality and fundamental differences between spirituality and religion · The
complexities of spiritual evolution, karma, and your relationship with truth · Powerful
exercises for mindful self-reflection and so much more… No matter where you are on your
spiritual journey, just beginning or a spiritual veteran, this book will be a new chapter in your
understanding of your soul purpose, expanding your awareness, and living authentically.
This book proposes that humanity is going through a spiritual awakening that is driving it
into a quest for self-knowledge. This quest will, in time, bring humanity to the gates of selfrealization and the inevitable acceptance that divinity is not only an outward manifestation
but that it is innate and inherent, and forms the core of being of each human life. This quest is
a profoundly personal one, and as such it should challenge all preconceived notions and
structured beliefs. If you take your quest in earnest, the simple narrative of these experiences
will prove to be real gems along the way. The author in writing this book brings to the surface
in very simple terms a new understanding of Divinity that will hopefully move the concept
from the halls of the theologians and esoterists to the avid minds of humanity, where it is
most needed.
Self-Knowledge: A Critical Factor for Self-Transformation
UNTANGLE YOURSELF
Self-Awakening Yoga
The Prophetic Way of Life: Academy of Self Knowledge Course TWO
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Breath of Light
Book One of The Enlightenment Trilogy
A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment
Soul Awareness - A Spiritual Awakening to Self Knowledge and Healing is
a spiritual self help book designed to bring a fresh awareness of what our
Soul is and to serve as a guide to help heal at the deepest level - the Soul
level. With clear practical instruction and fascinating case histories taken
from Carol's many years as a healing practitioner, Soul Awareness
provides spiritual direction and support through the text itself; true life
stories of personal Soul healings, and meditations. Soul Awareness offers
tools that are appropriate for the beginner who is exploring the process of
their deeper spirituality and the function of the Soul as well as the
individual who may have been exploring their Soul connection and
spirituality for a lifetime. The direction provided in this book can support
each individual to heal on all levels; the spiritual, physical and
psychological. Once healed, each individual life is opened to new
possibilities including finding one's life purpose.
Featuring the thoughts of Julia Butterfly Hill, Deena Metzger, Joanna
Macy, John Mack, and others, this inspiring dialogue between
environmental and spiritual activists centers on the seven attributes of
consciousness that they have employed in their activism.
Ce livre vous invite à découvrir les runes et à en faire l'expérience.
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Journeying into the depths of Brazil's Amazon rainforest, distilling
meaning from dreams, and drawing deeply from transpersonal studies,
ritual entheogen use, non-ordinary states of consciousness, and scientific
research are the foundations for Ayahuasca Awakening: A Guide to SelfDiscovery, Self-Mastery and Self-Care. In this two-part guidebook for
personal and spiritual development, Reverend Jessica Rochester, D.Div
draws from her life experiences as well as the expertise of a wide variety
of transpersonal and scientific professionals. Volume One: Self-Discovery
and Self-Mastery explores the mystery of incarnation, the "maps" of the
self, emerging paradigms of consciousness, the role of the Light and
shadow in spiritual development, cycles of change, mediumship, the
power of the will and restoring authenticity.
The book of runes for questioning, doing magic and gaining selfknowledge
Aptavani 08
A Handbook of Essential Information for Experiencing a Conscious
Relationship with the Infinite and Restoring Soul Awareness to Wholeness
The Flawless Vision (In Portuguese)
Lazy Man's Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment, Self-discovery &
Awakening.: -The Gist of Ancient Core Wisdom in 100+ Daily Posts for
Success, Happiness, Inner Peace, and Prosperity.
Awakening to Self-Knowledge
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A Journey from the Body to the Soul

In this important book, Roy Eugene Davis explains why authentic
spiritual awakening that provides a new perception of reality and
makes possible a clear view of exceptional possibilities is of primary
importance for our total well-being and for the nurturing and support
of the collective consciousness of Planet Earth. It is the author's
philosophical premise that the true Self, the spiritual essence of every
person, is innately endowed with complete knowledge of its
relationship with the Infinite and that this knowledge can be fully
unfolded and expressed. Roy Eugene Davis is a widely-travelled
teacher of meditation and spiritual growth processes, the author of
several books, and director of Centre for Spiritual awareness with
offices and a retreat centre in the northeast Georgia mountains. He is
a direct disciple of Paramahansa Yogananda.
More than 100 exercises, from focusing the breath to primal sound,
show how to unlock the wisdom and power of prana to engage the
body's healing powers and concentrate on the natural movements that
encourage body awareness. Original.
Those seeking to lead a spiritual life will naturally ask themselves how
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to become more spiritual, and just how to live spiritual values. Is
positive thinking the foundation of spirituality and, if so, how to get
rid of negative thoughts? Must one somehow transcend good and bad,
right and wrong? Where does one’s spiritual development truly begin?
By enlightened definition, the foundation of a spiritual life is a
faultless worldview; and to achieve such flawless vision, a spiritual
awakening or Self realization is required. In the book “The Flawless
Vision”, Gnani Purush (embodiment of Self knowledge) Dada Bhagwan
states: “When a person does not have Self-realization (spiritual
enlightenment), he always sees faults in others and can never see his
own mistake.” Then, Dadashri explains how to attain the Self –
describing that the knowledge of Self the beginning of true
spirituality. An automatic outcome and one of the most prominent
signs of spiritual awakening, is a flawless or faultless vision of others
and the world. Among the many spiritual books available from
spiritual teachers today, “The Flawless Vision” is a unique and
invaluable resource.
Much is said in Christian circles about knowing God. But there cannot
be deep knowledge of God without deep knowledge of one's self. In
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this profound exploration of Christian identity, psychologist and
spiritual director David G. Benner illuminates the spirituality of selfdiscovery. He exposes the false selves that we hide behind and calls us
to discover the true self that emerges from our uniqueness in Christ.
Genuine self-understanding revitalizes our spiritual life and leads to
the fulfillment of our God-given destiny and vocation. - from back of
the book.
Awakening:the Manifesto of a Spiritual Philosopher
Soul Awareness
Self-Knowledge for Spiritual Awakening
The Self-revealed Knowledge that Liberates the Spirit
Speaking to the Human Condition
Pathways to Higher Consciousness
The Gift of Being Yourself
A step by step journey to spiritual awakening using personal wisdom
gained through experience and referencing many proven techniques,
texts and teachings from old and present day masters. Sharing in the
belief that with knowledge we gain understanding and once we
understand the basis on how things work, we can grow and tap into our
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inner strengths.
In moments of reflection, it is only natural to wonder what is the
true purpose in life and to ask, behind the constant efforts made just
in “living”, what is it that we are seeking? In the book “Self
Realization”, Gnani Purush (embodiment of Self knowledge) Dada Bhagwan
reveals the science of Self realization, describing that attaining
knowledge of Self is ultimate life purpose, and is the beginning of
lasting, permanent happiness. Dadashri explains that all beings
continuously seek happiness – but can only be satisfied by spiritual
happiness beyond the fleeting temporary pleasures of life. Becoming
Self realized is a spiritual awakening which allows such happiness to
begin to be experienced – because true happiness, or bliss, lies
within the Self itself. Having gained Self knowledge, spiritual
development and spiritual awareness begin - initiating a spiritual
transformation which can result in ultimate liberation, or moksha.
Whether interested to discover ultimate life purpose, wanting to learn
the true meaning of spirituality, or on a spiritual quest to attain
spiritual enlightenment, “Self Realization” is a unique resource among
the many spiritual books available today.
It is comonly thought that enlightenment is unattainable for ordinary
people living in modern Western society and is reserved for monks or
gurus leading a spiritually dedicated life in remote locations. After
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researching mystical experiences and interviewing people who claim to
have had them, psychologist Steve Taylor found that normal modern-day
people from different faiths and walks of life have also reached modes
of higher consciousness. In fact, these experiences are more common
than we realize. Drawing on his knowledge of different religious
traditions, Taylor set out to find the common features of these
awakened states and how the rest of us might also achieve wakefulness.
In this book, Taylor uncovers: • The different types of wakefulness:
natural, gradual and sudden • The difference between fraudulent
spiritual teachers and the genuinely awakened • The sometimes
disorienting effects of spiritual awakenings on those who undergo them
• How different theories of consciousness explain (or try to debunk)
mystical experiences Above all, Taylor reminds us that we don't have
to join an ashram in a distant country to attain enlightenment, but
that we can find it where we are right now.
Because only god exists and all souls are expressive aspects of God`s
consciousness, we are living in God now. Until we are conscious of our
true nature as spiritual beings abiding in God, It can be helpful to
nurture aspiration to authentic spiritual growth, intentionally choose
a wholesome lifestyle sustained by a clear sense of meaningful
purpose, pray and mediate regularly, and frequently refresh the mind
with constructive thoughts. The God-centered themes in this book will
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inspire and motivate readers to live skillfully and effectively for
their highest good. The affirmations can be used to awaken and
actualize soul qualities and provide awareness of possibilities for
demonstrating excellence. Quotations selected from inspired sources
supplement the theme pages.
The Power of Now
The Leap
The Peace of the Spirit Within
Getting Real About Soul Maturity and Spiritual Growth
Volume One Self-Discovery and Self-Mastery
Finding Your True Inner Self
Magical, paradigm-shifting, terrifying, and awe-inspiring, the spiritual awakening
process is at the core of every human’s quest for freedom, love, and happiness. In
this groundbreaking book, spiritual counselors Luna and Sol detail the many
stages, paths, and pitfalls connected with this sacred evolutionary process. By
reconnecting with your Soul, you will discover how to experience the joy,
liberation, and peace that you have been searching for all along. In these pages,
you will discover: 1. What is happening to you 2. Why you’re experiencing a
spiritual awakening 3. The many spiritual awakening symptoms and stages 4. The
three inner worlds of the spiritual journey 5. What to do when your awakening
becomes a spiritual emergency 6. Signs you’re experiencing Soul loss 7. How to
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retrieve and integrate any fragmented pieces of your psyche through self-love,
inner child work, and shadow work 8. What spiritual “traps” you need to be
mindful of 9. How to communicate with your Soul Through the inner work
practices of Inner Child Work, Self-Love, and Shadow Work, this book gives you
the tools to initiate your own deep psychological healing. By removing the blocks
and walls that surround your Soul, you will be able to access deep levels of joy,
creativity, energy, courage, peace, fulfillment, freedom, and love. The Spiritual
Awakening Process is a psychospiritual manual that is composed of various
articles that we have published on lonerwolf.com in the past. We have also added
extra content to help illuminate your path and guide you through this sacred time
of life.
Authentic spiritual growth is possible without religion.Author Dick Rauscher
offers a rational, non-religious path to authentic spiritual growth and
enlightenment for both those who are "spiritual but not religious", and those who
walk a more "traditional religious" path.Authentic spiritual growth and growth in
consciousness happens when we know our mind and how it works.We use our
minds to create our lives and our world. The more we know about our mind and
how we think, the greater the choice we have in how we use it! We cannot change
what we do not understand about ourselves.Authentic spiritual growth comes
from deep self-awareness of the logs in our own eyes, not religious beliefs.If you
hunger to embrace a rational, non-religious, authentic 21st century spirituality,
this manifesto was written for you. The path to spiritual enlightenment and
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"becoming compassion" is through ego emptiness, not religious beliefs."Authentic
spiritual growth is learning to "see" the unity of the world through non-dual eyes,
and changing the way we think. Only when we have the courage and willingness
to journey within, and expand our self-knowledge through intentional growth in
self-awareness, will we achieve those two goals."
The need for Afrikan mind regeneration and spiritual reawakening A people who
have lost these two principal inner qualities of mind can hardly find their through
selves in life. This book is an attempt to begin the processes of African selfrediscovery. The ending of slavery and colonialism removed only our physical
agony, but the trauma of long and extended torture left deep rooted anguish
within the psyche of African race. The effects of this imprint legacy will continue
until we start addressing these negative effects. In an effort to do this, the book
has provided several suggestions. Some of the program are being provided at the
Institute of Mind Talk Afrika.
“Aptavani 8” is the eighth in a series of spiritual books titled “Aptavani”. In this
series, Gnani Purush (embodiment of Self knowledge) Dada Bhagwan addresses
age-old unanswered questions of spiritual seekers. Dadashri offers in-depth
answers to questions such as: “What does karma mean, and what is the law of
karma?”, “How was the world created, and what is the journey of souls?”, and
“Who am I, and who is the ‘Doer’ (ego definition)?” Dadashri also provides
profound explanations on: “What is spirituality?”, “How can I experience the
spiritual power of my pure Soul?”, “What are the signs of spiritual awakening?”,
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“How may I attain spiritual enlightenment and lead a spiritual life?” For those
wanting to learn how to become more spiritual, Dadashri describes how to attain
the Self - explaining that the knowledge of Self is spiritual awakening, and the
beginning of true spirituality.
Consciousness Rising
Simple & Effective Science For Self Realization (Oriya)
Consciousness in Action
Bhagavad Gita
Simple & Effective Science For Self Realization
The Flawless Vision
AFRIKAN MIND RECONNECTION & SPIRITUAL RE-AWAKENING

To understand ourselves, and fulfill our roles on earth we
need to look into the records of time for our origin and
purpose. Not in history books but in life itself! Each
individual human spirit carries within its personality, as a
totality of its identity, all the experiences and the level
of maturity it has achieved since its first incarnation in
the Worlds of Matter. Although we do not often tap into
these for our path in life, it is these unique experiences
that make us who we are. The capacity to weigh every
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experience, written and unwritten exists within us and we
have only ourselves to blame if we fail to recognize the
Truth in any given experience. This book discusses the path
of development for the human spirit in the Material spheres
and draws attention to the paths in the Will of God we must
follow if we are to fulfill the purpose of our existence.
“Aptavani 4” is the fourth in a series of spiritual books
titled “Aptavani”. In this series, Gnani Purush (embodiment
of Self knowledge) Dada Bhagwan addresses age-old unanswered
questions of spiritual seekers. Dadashri offers in-depth
answers to questions such as: “What is the definition of
self awareness, and what are the signs of lack of
awareness?”, “What is spirituality?”, “What are the benefits
of spirituality and practice?”, “How can I experience a
spiritual awakening, and what are the signs of spiritual
awakening?”, “How may I attain spiritual enlightenment and
lead a spiritual life?” Dadashri also provides spiritual
explanations regarding: “What is the meaning of ignorance?”,
“Who am I ?”, and “How can I experience the spiritual power
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of my pure Soul?” For those seeking to learn how to become
more spiritual, Dadashri explains that the knowledge of Self
is the beginning of true spirituality. Upon attaining Self
knowledge, one’s spiritual development begins, which
eventually leads to ultimate liberation, or moksha.
The Bhagavad Gita is a comprehensive spiritual guide of
Hinduism, which includes the essence of the Vedas, the
Upanishads, and all the other systems of Hindu philosophy.
It therefore incorporates infinite wisdom in 700 verses. The
Gita has noble philosophy, art and literature. The subject
matter is in the form of a dialogue between Krishna and
Arjuna. The thoughts expressed by Krishna are quite deep.
Mahatma Gandhi said that when disappointment stares me in
the face and all alone I see not one ray of light, I go to
the Bhagavad Gita. I read a verse here and there, I
immediately begin to smile in the midst of overwhelming
tragedies - and my life has been full of tragedies - and if
they have left no visible, no indelible scar on me, I owe it
all to the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita.
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A MASTERPIECE of illuminative writing, Spiritual
Enlightenment: The Damnedest Thing is mandatory reading for
anyone following a spiritual path. Part exposé and part howto manual, this is the first book to explain why failure
seems to be the rule in the search for enlightenment, and
how the rule can be broken. :: Book One of Jed McKenna's
Enlightenment Trilogy. Contains Bonus Material.
An Alcoholic's Spiritual Awakening and Journey to Self
Discovery
The Sacred Call to Self-Discovery
A Guide on Self-Awareness and Overcoming Fear
Awakening the Manifesto of a Spiritual Philosopher
The Power of Beauty, Love and Courage in a Violent Time
The Siva Inside You
Spiritual Enlightenment:: The Damnedest Thing
WHAT IF YOU could live in peace every moment of your life? What if
you could manifest the best reality in your life every day? What if
you could feel contained and live in a state of ecstasy every
second? What if stories answer the spiritual queries you have been
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living with all these years? What if you get answers to social rituals
that you have been forced to perform but do not understand? Will
you be interested in unravelling the secret? The secret lies in a
wonderful journey to the Universal Source of Creation. The journey
answers your questions and clarifies your doubts. We know
mythological stories related to Lord Shiva and his life. We classify
them as stories and do not relate them to our life. This book
associates the stories with our life and allows us to learn and apply
the teachings to our day-to-day life. Through this knowledge and
wisdom, we are self-awakened and our consciousness is uplifted.
The journey begins with the TRUST, that the knowledge and
awareness of these truths will lift and shift the reality of our life.
Trust that the journey is easy and enjoyable. Trust that happiness,
joy, bliss, and containment is yours and you can achieve it through
wisdom.
""Aptavani 3" is the third in a series of spiritual books titled
"Aptavani". In this series, Gnani Purush (embodiment of Self
knowledge) Dada Bhagwan addresses age-old unanswered
questions of spiritual seekers. Dadashri offers in-depth answers to
questions such as: "What is the definition of self awareness, and
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what are the signs of lack of awareness?", "What is spirituality?",
"What are the benefits of spirituality and practice?", "How can I
experience a spiritual awakening, and what are the signs of
spiritual awakening?", "How may I attain spiritual enlightenment
and lead a spiritual life?"Dadashri also provides spiritual
explanations regarding: "What is the meaning of ignorance?", "Who
am I?", and "How can I experience the spiritual power of my pure
Soul?"For those seeking to learn how to become more spiritual,
Dadashri explains that the knowledge of Self is the beginning of
true spirituality. Upon attaining Self knowledge, one's spiritual
development begins, which eventually leads to ultimate liberation,
or moksha." After the knowledge of the Self, these conflicts of life
find inner solutions with ease. Aptavani 3 accomplishes both. The
knowledge that begins the experience of the Soul and the
knowledge that begins ideal worldly interaction.
In 2003, Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri established the Academy of Self
Knowledge, which offered two online courses on self knowledge and
the Prophetic revealed path. All 12 lessons of the first course, "The
Prophetic Revealed Path", have been included in this book, with the
title, "The Prophetic Way of Life". After discovering the map of the
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self, we learn here how the code of ethics that govern religious
practice and the Prophetic way are in fact transformational tools to
enlightened awakening. Based on the cosmology/view that the
heart is the connecting point between the soul (the eternal), and
the self (the ephemeral), the course focuses on transformation
through awareness and following the practices of the Prophetic
path. This way of transformation includes being accountable and
responsible while being continually aware of the soul and higher
consciousness. We learn that we must continually strive for
perfection but with the knowledge that no one attains such
perfection in an enduring way and that it is God's perfect attributes
that permeate all of existence and bind, unify and drive creation
towards fulfillment. The objective of this course is to enable the
seeker to love the One unconditionally and deal with multiplicity
rationally. ABOUT SHAYKH FADHLALLA HAERI Acknowledged as a
master of self-knowledge and a spiritual philosopher, Shaykh
Fadhlalla Haeri's role as a teacher grew naturally out of his own
quest for self-fulfillment. He travelled extensively on a spiritual
quest which led to his eventual rediscovery of the pure and original
Islamic heritage of his birth, and the discovery of the truth that
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reconciles the past with the present, the East with the West, the
worldly with the spiritual - a link between the ancient wisdom
teachings and our present time. A descendant of five generations of
well-known and revered spiritual leaders, Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri
has taught students throughout the world for over 40 years. A
prolific author of more than forty books relating to the universal
principles of Islam, the Qur'an, and its core purpose of
enlightenment, he is a gifted exponent of how the self relates to
the soul, humankind's link with the Divine, and how consciousness
can be groomed to reflect our higher nature. The unifying scope of
his perspective emphasizes practical, actionable knowledge that
leads to self-transformation, and provides a natural bridge between
seemingly different Eastern and Western approaches to spirituality,
as well as offering a common ground of higher knowledge for
various religions, sects and secular outlooks. Zahra Publications'
other eBooks are listed at http: //www.zahrapublications.pub.
To make the journey into the Now we will need to leave our
analytical mind and its false created self, the ego, behind. From the
very first page of Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary book, we move
rapidly into a significantly higher altitude where we breathe a
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lighter air. We become connected to the indestructible essence of
our Being, “The eternal, ever present One Life beyond the myriad
forms of life that are subject to birth and death.” Although the
journey is challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses simple language and an
easy question and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth
phenomenon since its first publication, The Power of Now is one of
those rare books with the power to create an experience in readers,
one that can radically change their lives for the better.
Spirituality, Evolution & Awakened Consciousness
The Journey Toward a Compassionate Non-Dual World
Self Awakening through Shiva Consciousness
A Spiritual Awakening to Self-Knowledge and Healing (color Edition)
Aptavani 04
A Spiritual Awakening to Self Knowledge and Healing
Ayahuasca Awakening A Guide to Self-Discovery, Self-Mastery and
Self-Care
Self-knowledge: Why it matters to transform ourselves. What makes us
who we are? Is it our intelligence, talent, or something else in life?
Not as much as we think. Abhaya Tiwari argues - our vision of life is
fogged by superficiality. It yearns granularity about our core
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constituents of self by plowing deeper into our inner self.
Self–knowledge plays a critical role in accessing our true self that
plays a far greater role in our understanding of our true self,
purpose, success and happiness, untangling us from the vicissitudes of
life. It matters even more in a disrupted world that is fragmented in
our contemporary times, where self-knowledge and its application
provide a distinctive edge for exponential growth. Self-knowledge is
critical for self-transformation. It provides deeper understanding of
self, viz; what it is and what it does, how it regulates and provides
common-sense wisdom for its practical application in life. It provides
much needed clarity about our true self, evaluation of world around
our self, our purpose and competencies requiring mastery to achieve
self-transformation. This book will also touch upon deeper
understanding of neuropsychology of self and its true nature for high
performance and happiness giving insights into human nature and its
behavior. Abhaya Tiwari provides insights and guidance to parents,
students, teachers, and working professionals to achieve what we set
out to be in life and to be content and happy.
I Am contains spiritual and mystical teachings from enlightened
masters in South Africa, Egypt, Bhutan, The Maldives, Italy and Peru.
These profound teachings point the way to love, peace, bliss and
freedom, encouraging a transformation of consciousness and spiritual
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awakening.
A thought-provoking and accessible guide to how an ancient spiritual
practice known as Raja Yoga meditation--Yoga of the mind--can help us
develop attitudes that will dramatically improve the quality of our
inner lives. Using the author’s own story as a starting point, this
illuminating work provides a whole new perspective on matters of the
spirit, including rediscovering the nature of the self, understanding
and exploring the different levels of consciousness, learning about
the natural law that governs the universe, and how to support your
spiritual development with the right lifestyle. Previously published
by the Brahma Kumaris Organization--a group that seeks to help
everyone rediscover his or her potential for greatness by facilitating
a process of spiritual awakening that is both non-denominational and
respectful of all traditions--Pathways to Higher Consciousness is an
enlightening entry on the very first Sterling Ethos list.
How to get the best of Knowledge from the bulky, weighty scriptures
with the least time and effort? What are simple methods, habits,
practices from religious tenets from the whole world which will
enhance and upgrade my Life? What novel ideas do scriptures hold for
modern world happiness and prosperity? What are lessons from Isha
Upanishad, Tao Te Ching, Mandukya Upanishad? What are some quotes from
the most ancient scriptures - Vedas like Rig Veda, Yoga Vasistha,
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which I can apply in daily Life for great success, enhanced mind? What
are some useful lessons from Bhagavad Gita, Ramayana, Mahabharat to
motivate spirit? What are some Advaita, shakti principles for new
energy, power? What are some hidden secrets about the Universe which
lie hidden in old tenets of other religions? What are other religious
practices and simple methods to invoke other gods & goddesses? What is
the essence of holy, sacred texts which can be applied daily, weekly
for mastery over self and world? THIS BOOK IS INTENDED FOR ANYONE
WANTING TO TRANSFORM & IMPROVE THEIR LIFE. Are you too busy to even
think of big questions like this? Or you sought answers to these in
the spiritual books, but did not know where to start or stop? No one
pointed to a single unifying solution. Or it's too overwhelming or
filled with religious mumbo jumbo. Are you Seeking simple meditation
and mindfulness exercises that will help in your life goals and point
to spiritual wisdom? Welcome to the 4th part of Meditation,
Mindfulness & Enlightenment Series. This seven-part series is a Daily
guide of succinct practices, exercises, pointers, insights, &
meditations on all topics of self-help, spirituality & selfimprovement. Each book in the series is a crash course in spiritual
wisdom containing 100+ bite-sized condensed and distilled wisdom of
all ages. In 51 days, you'll have new insights, better manage negative
thoughts and emotions. Recommended instruction is to spend 2-4 minutes
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each day in the morning & the same in the evening. You'll also
significantly improve all human relationships, gain Intuition to guide
you towards your goals, ask, and seek big questions in Life. Your mind
once intrigued and prodded will never stay the same. You'll become
blissful, prosperous, and Enlightened. Enlightened Anonymous is a
faceless persona of Realization delivering you golden nuggets from the
ocean of different Meditations, Mindfulness, Zen, Occult, New Age,
Religious tenets, Latest neuroscience, Brain & Mind, Scriptures from
whole world, Self-help, Yoga, Philosophy, Manifestation, Tantra,
Metaphysics, Secrets & Mysteries, Daily inspirations. In short, A to Z
crash course of spiritual wisdom to expedite your True unfolding.
Don't take questions to the grave. Sadly, most regretted action on a
death bed or post-retirement is not having understood Life- having
ignored fundamental issues and prioritizing material objects like
money, power at the expense of everything. Acquire spiritual wisdom to
gain Bliss, happiness, good health, empowering relationships, AND set
and reach your strategic goals, wealth, power, and pelf. Meditation,
Mindfulness & Enlightenment Series will also make you lose - your
fear, anger, jealousy, unhappiness, self- doubt & any other unwanted
emotions. This fourth book provides pointers and insights to the Big
Questions above & whets your appetite to understand the mysteries of
the Scriptures with your awakened Knowledge. We wish you the very best
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in your life journey. Do take a small step for your integral evolution
& transformation. For an Enlightened YOU, buy this concise wisdom book
today. Thank You.
The Psychology of Spiritual Awakening (An Eckhart Tolle Edition)
A Call to Spiritual Awakening
I Am
The Journey Toward Non-Dual Thinking, Sustainability, and Deep Ecology
Nothing Personal: Seeing Beyond the Illusion of a Separate Self
Living in God
Scriptures Made Easy
Advaita and nondual teachings are about finding the Truth. This Truth is not a
dogma that you study; it is the Truth about life â€ the Truth about who you really
are. This Truth is discovered, not learned. It is discovered through sincerely
inquiring, Who am I? What you discover is that who you are has nothing to do
with self-images or roles and everything to do with what you experience when you
ask this question. What you discover is that who you think of yourself as is just
that â€ a thought! And beyond that thought is a great Mystery â€ an experience of
nothingness, which is your true nature.Nothing Personal leads you to the
experience of your true nature and helps you explore its depth. Through
exposition, questions and dialogues, it brings you to a place of realization of the
Truth: you are that spacious Awareness in which everything appears, including
your thoughts and feelings. Your thoughts and feelings do not define you but
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merely appear within Consciousness along with everything else. This
Consciousness is who you are.Nothing Personal offers a gentle and persistent
guide to seeing the underlying truth of your ultimate nature. In this concisely
edited collection of satsang talks and dialogues, you are invited to honor the
limitless love that is your true nature and to enjoy the sweet richness that is
revealed when you give this Truth your undivided attention.From the
introduction:Unlike most books, this one is not meant to add to your knowledge or
understanding. It is about the Truth that cannot be spoken or written. Although
the Truth cannot be contained in this or any other book, each word written here is
intended to point you toward that Truth. Many of the words and ideas may seem
paradoxical or contradictory because what they point to is larger than our
conceptual frameworks. Many questions are asked, which are not answered
anywhere in the book. Find out what the experience is like to ask yourself these
questions, even if they leave you emptier of knowledge and understanding. In this
emptying, you just may discover what you are looking for.The Truth is revealed
when we allow ourselves to not know, so I invite you to set aside all that you know
for the time being and allow yourself to look with innocent eyes at what the words
are attempting to unveil. Take the time to experience the unspoken truth in each
section before moving on to the next. Resist the temptation to read these words
with your mind, which is likely to rush right past the Truth. Allow the words to
sink into your heart and reveal the truth of who you are.
Nicky Sutton offers this transformative guide to spiritual awakening, giving
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advice on manifesting, meditating and moving through any challenging parts of
the journey from awakening to rebirth. A compassionate guide to the process and
challenges of spiritual awakening, from breakthrough and enlightenment to
finding peace, balance and connection with your higher self. How do you know if
you're experiencing a spiritual awakening? If your sense of self is dissolving, or
your perceptions of reality and purpose are transforming uncontrollably, then it's
possible. Sometimes a significant life event, such as a loss, sudden insight,
societal change, or a mystical experience, can cause a spontaneous and
unexpected shift within us. Spiritual and meditation guide Nicky Sutton is here to
help you navigate the waves of transformation as you awaken to further
revelations. In this book she breaks down the stages of spiritual awakening and
offers compassionate, practical advice to enhance your journey - including tips for
manifesting, meditating, and developing your psychic and intuitive abilities. You
are an ever-evolving being on the road to greater understanding, and this
powerful and reassuring guide is here to help you rise to the challenge of spiritual
awakening and find peace, balance, and connection with your higher self.
Soul Awareness - A Spiritual Awakening to Self Knowledge and Healing, is a
spiritual self help book designed to bring a fresh awareness of what our Soul is
and to serve as a guide to help heal at the deepest level - the Soul level. With
clear, practical instruction and fascinating case histories taken from Carol's many
years as a healing practitioner, Soul Awareness provides spiritual direction and
support through the text itself; true life stories of personal Soul healings and
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meditations. Soul Awareness offers tools that are appropriate for the beginner
who is exploring the process of their deeper spirituality and the function of the
Soul as well as the individual who may have been exploring their Soul connection
and spirituality for a lifetime. The direction provided in this book can support
each individual to heal on all levels; the spiritual, physical, and psychological.
Once healed, each individual life is opened to new possibilities including finding
one's life purpose.
A Guide to Transform Your Life
Guiding You through Spiritual Awakening and Beyond
Signs of Spiritual Awakening
The Spiritual Awakening Process
Aptavani 3
In Quest for Divinity: The True Path of Humanity
The Expansion of Consciousness Through the Body's Own Wisdom
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